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Abstract— Deep learning approaches have provided state-of-the-art performance in many applications by relying on extremely large and heavily overparameterized neural networks. However, such networks have been shown to be very brittle, not generalize well to new uses cases, and are often difficult if not impossible to deploy on resources limited platforms. Model pruning, i.e., reducing the size of the network, is a widely adopted strategy that can lead to more robust and generalizable network — usually orders of magnitude smaller with the same or even improved performance. While there exist many heuristics for model pruning, our understanding of the pruning process remains limited. Empirical studies show that some heuristics improve performance while others can make models more brittle or have other side effects. This work aims to shed light on how different pruning methods alter the network’s internal feature representation, and the corresponding impact on model performance. To provide a meaningful comparison and characterization of model feature space, we use three geometric metrics that are decomposed from the common adopted classification loss. With these metrics, we design a visualization system to highlight the impact of pruning on model prediction as well as the latent feature embedding. The proposed tool provides an environment for exploring and studying differences among pruning methods and between pruned and original model. By leveraging our visualization, the ML researchers can not only identify samples that are fragile to model pruning and data corruption but also obtain insights and explanations on how some pruned models achieve superior robustness performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in deep learning have produced significant advances on a variety of application areas [13][29][39]. However, this performance is often achieved through extremely large neural networks consuming substantial resources. Further, these models are difficult to deploy and prone to over-fitting leading to poor generalization and fragile behavior [12]. Network pruning, which removes neurons and/or connections from a model, is a common approach to mitigate some of these challenges as compressing models can reduce both their computational footprint and their inherent redundancy [12] without significant performance loss. While model pruning can achieve comparable accuracy as the original dense models, some recent works [11][19] have demonstrated that the resulting sparse models are brittle to out-of-distribution shifts [2]. For example, common, real-world corruptions can reduce the accuracy of such models by up to 40% for images from ImageNet-C [3]. This degradation of robustness has raised serious concerns on the practical viability of pruned models, especially in safety-critical applications such as autonomous driving.

Recent results [13] have demonstrated both theoretically and empirically that these problems are a byproduct of the pruning methodologies rather than a fundamental limitation of sparse networks. Instead, the “CARD hypothesis” [3] theoretically indicates that sparse networks with accuracy and robustness comparable to dense models exist. Furthermore, in some instances, it was empirically demonstrated that pruning can in fact improve both the accuracy and robustness of models compared to their dense baselines. This is especially surprising as making any model, let alone a pruned version, more robust to out-of-distribution shift has proven difficult. Nevertheless, it remains unclear why certain pruning techniques positively or negatively affect robustness. Providing an in-depth understanding will not only support a real-world deployment of such models but might also lead to even more advanced pruning approaches. To date, it is unclear what properties of these models can be attributed to their improved performance and the model pruning community does not have comprehensive introspection tools to answer these important questions. Such an effort is hampered by the opaque nature of neural networks and the lack of a dedicated system for model comparison and evaluation in the context of neural network pruning.

In this paper, we aim to fill this crucial gap by introducing a visual analytical system for understanding differences among representative pruning methods, and measuring and interpreting model behavior under various pruning strategies. As a general goal, we hope to understand the effect of model pruning on multiple levels, e.g., how pruning affects individual samples, how pruning alters a model’s internal representation, and how the performance of various models differs for unseen or corrupted data, etc. By utilizing the proposed tool, ML researchers will be able to obtain answers to analytical questions and develop hypothesis for a variety of open questions in the network pruning research, e.g., why some samples [11] are more affected by pruning; why and how certain pruning techniques are better than others; and why certain pruned models [4] can have better robustness performance than a state-of-the-art dense weight trained model.

To achieve the goal of building an comprehensive introspection system for analyzing model pruning, we will make advances on both computation and visualization fronts. On the computation side, one essential challenge arises from the need to compare the latent representations of models to understand how making changes to them affects the final prediction. However, a neural network’s feature representation usually lies in a high dimensional space that contains hundreds if not thousands of dimensions without explicit semantic or labels. Comparing such spaces is a non-trivial task, especially considering the behavior of classifier can be sensitive to small changes in the feature representation. Traditional dimensionality reduction methods [34][38] are not suitable solutions as, for complex latent spaces, they will invariably induce information loss that could significantly impact the trustworthiness of the downstream analysis. A potential solution to this challenge is to preserve all high-dimensional relationships in the data for our comparison task. Since our goal is to understand how latent space changes affect the final prediction, e.g., image classification result, we simply need to understand what aspects of the feature representation directly contribute to the prediction. As long as we can faithfully encode this information, we can achieve a meaningful comparison of the...
high-dimensional feature representations.

In this work, we propose a set of geometrically inspired metrics (namely Angle, Length, Margin) derived from a direct decomposition of classification loss function (i.e., cross entropy). The proposed design allows us to achieve an intuitive comparison of network representations by isolating the most crucial information while removing other variations and noises that do not directly impact the model prediction. Despite the potential of these metrics in providing crucial analytical insights, the success and the usability of the tool hinges on effective visual encoding and interactive design to communicate complex comparison results to users for domain understanding. To tackle the visualization challenge, we introduce two novel visual encodings that help convey the key differences between model’s latent representation and their impact on the prediction: Local Geometry Plot and Global Geometry Plot. The Local Geometry Plot provides a direct way to compare and contrast the latent representation geometry for a particular object class by encoding the Angle and Length metrics in a scatterplot-like layout. On the other hand, the Global Geometry Plot provides a direct encoding of all object classes via a parallel coordinates (PCPs) like plot where the axis encodes the Angle metric (see Section 5). As our target users are ML researchers, we believe a visual encoding design that leverages well-established design (e.g., scatterplot and PCPs) would reduce the learning curve and provide better accessibility. Moreover, since many crucial insights can only be obtained through comparison between different methods, the overall design of the linked interface are centered around the ability to provide constructive visualization, i.e., visualize the difference, or provide the same view of the two data side-by-side. By utilizing the proposed visual analytic system, researchers can explore where and how pruning methods differ, identify and explain why a subset of samples are vulnerable to model pruning and data perturbation, and provide insights and explanations behind why one model is more robust than another.

Our key contributions are summarized as follows:

- Three geometric metrics for understanding the structure of a neural network’s feature representation, evaluating and comparing different model pruning techniques (section 5).
- Novel visual encoding that leverages these geometric metrics for communicating the key differences among feature representations of various models (section 6.3).
- A dedicated introspective visualization system for analyzing and understanding major pruning methods over different architectures and datasets (section 4, 6).
- Extensive case study that involves state-of-the-art models to demonstrate the usability of the proposed visualization system (section 7).

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss various directions that are related to neural network pruning and visualization approaches, and discuss their relationship with respect to the proposed approach.

Network Pruning In this work, we focus on evaluating and comparing neural network pruning approaches [2][5][11][15][27][28], most of which are originated from the ML community. Yam et al. [19] proposed a pruning method based on the assumption that a well optimized neural network model reach to a function’s minimum and its second derivative can indicate the importance of weights. Frankle and Carbin [5] proposed a lottery ticket hypothesis that a sparse subnetwork with the same initialization can reach similar accuracy of a dense network after same initialization can reach similar accuracy of a dense network after training. Ramanujan et al. [27] and Diffendorfer and Kailkhura [4] showed that an untrained subnetwork can be found within a dense network that has the same performance as a weight trained model. Hooker et al. [11] introduced pruning identified exemplars (PIE) which highlights a subset of samples that are more vulnerable to pruning than the other samples. To provide a more comprehensive understanding of these techniques, we discuss the pruning problem in-depth and explain the difference among popular pruning methods in Section 5.1.

A notable visualization work in this context is CNNPruner [18]. Guan et al. designed a visual analytics system that enables users to interactively perform pruning and explore the trade-off between model accuracy and pruning ratio. However, their motivation and goal arise from the question of how to design a human-in-the-loop interactive pruning system. Instead, we aim to evaluate and understand different pruning methods and their robustness in relationship to model’s internal representation. Particularly, our framework provides explanation of why certain samples are more vulnerable to the network pruning and why random untrained subnetworks are surprisingly robust to common corruptions.

Compression/Pruning for Model Explanation In the visualization community, apart from the aforementioned interactive network pruning work [18], the majority of related works on model pruning focus on the model interpretation problem. Junpeng et al. [35] used model distillation techniques to compress the size of the model and combined it with a deep generative model to understand model’s reaction to a sample’s neighbor. Summit [10] proposed two aggregation techniques (activation and neuron-influence aggregation) to select critical neurons (e.g., 7.5% weights) to build the attribution graph. With their feature visualization, the system tries to show an overview of the network model. However, the selected attribute graph is a subnetwork and the accuracy of the model is not verified. Liu et al. [20] designed a visualization system to understand how adversarial examples affect a model’s prediction by visualizing the critical subnetwork that preserves the same prediction accuracy of the complete network with these selected samples. The critical subnetwork is auto-selected by an optimization process. Kahng et al. [14] designed a visualization system ACTIVIS, which used for a model’s hidden layer activation pattern exploration. The system designs an activation matrix which shows the top n-th activation neurons at a time to compare the activation of different samples or different categories input. The authors used these most active neurons to select the subnetwork. Rather than explaining the prediction or focus rationale behind individual prediction, our study focus on comparing state-of-the-art model pruning methods in the context of model robustness under common corruptions.

Network Loss Function One key contribution of the proposed work is the introduction of a set of geometric metrics for describing and comparing the latent space of the model. The rationale behind the choice of these metric is that they are directly derived from a decomposition of the loss function, which captures the key structure that is relevant for model prediction. The choice of loss functions has a significant impact on the geometric feature of the latent space in the neural network model, i.e., the common loss function to optimize the neural network for classification task is the cross-entropy loss, which induces a peak-like structure corresponding to different classes (see section 6). Several works [21][22] have explored the relationship between the loss function and the corresponding feature induced in latent space. However, these insights are used to highlight the potential issues of the loss function and motivate the design of new loss function. For example, Guo et al. have pointed out that neural network is over-confident under the training with certain loss functions [6]. Wen [17] adds an additional central loss, which forces the same class samples’ last-layer feature embedding cluster together, with the cross-entropy loss to jointly optimize the neural network. Liu [21][22] decouples the dot product behavior of the optimization function and design new optimization functions that optimize the angle of the last layer’s feature embedding. In contrast, our work focuses on utilizing geometrically inspired metrics for an in-depth understanding of the relationship between the decomposition of loss function and the structure of latent space to form a basis for comparing the performance differences among different pruning methods.

Model Evaluation and Model Robustness Neural networks have shown superhuman performance on clean test dataset but they fall short on robustness by performing poorer on out-of-distribution data [2]. This brittleness issue is more prominent for pruned models [11], which makes it crucial to evaluate them on common corruptions arising in real-world applications. To evaluate the performance on neural networks in the real world, several corruption benchmark datasets have
been proposed. Hendrycks and Dietterich [9] developed corruption robustness benchmarking datasets CIFAR-10/100-C, ImageNet-C, and ImageNet-R to facilitate robustness evaluations of CIFAR and ImageNet classification models. Sun et al. [32] and Mintun, et al. [25] further designed new corruption types to complement [9]. In addition to image classification, benchmarking datasets for object detection and point cloud classification were developed in [24] and [33], respectively. Motivated by the work on corruption robustness benchmarking, in this work we evaluate a range of pruned classifiers on not only on clean test data but also on corrupted datasets.

3 Domain Background

In this section, we discuss the basic terminologies, pruning techniques, and evaluation methods used in this study.

3.1 Network Pruning

Here, we introduce the pruning approaches used in this study for evaluation and analysis. In this paper, we will focus on unstructured pruning which removes redundant network weights. Nevertheless, the analysis pipeline also works for structured pruning which prunes entire neurons or filters. As summarized in [1], most works in network pruning start from the network, and optionally performing retraining to gain the network performance, selecting weights of least importance to remove from the network, and optionally performing retraining to gain back performance degradation due to pruning.

We will explore the following pruning methods.

- **Random pruning**: Randomly select a set of weights and remove them from a neural network model.

- **Magnitude pruning**: Score the weights with their absolute values and prune the ones with the smallest scores.

- **First order Taylor expansion**: Prune the weights that would have the least impact on the loss function of the model if removed. Given the training data \( D \) and the neural network with its weights \( \phi \), the impact on the loss function \( L \) after removing a single weight \( \phi_m \) can be formulated as

\[
I_m = |L(D, \hat{\phi}) - L(D, \phi)|, \text{ s.t. } \hat{\phi}_m = 0.
\]

where \( \hat{\phi} \) denotes the weights after pruning. We can estimate \( I_m \) by the functional Taylor expansion as

\[
I_m = \|\nabla L(D, \phi)(\hat{\phi} - \phi)\| + \frac{1}{2}(\hat{\phi} - \phi)^T \nabla^2 L(D, \phi)(\hat{\phi} - \phi) + O(\|\hat{\phi} - \phi\|^3)
\]

where \( \nabla L \) and \( \nabla^2 L \) indicate the first-order gradient of the weights and second-order gradient (Hessian matrix) respectively. Recent works [17][26] revisit this gradient-based method and assume that (i) the higher than the first order terms are ignored for efficient approximation (ii) removing \( \phi_m \) will not affect the remaining weights, so \( \phi_m = 0, \phi_m = \phi, \forall i \neq m \). Hence,

\[
I_m \approx \|\nabla L(D, \phi_m)\|\phi_m\|
\]

Although we focus on the above method in our paper, our proposed pipeline also works for the other methods derived from OBS [8] with the higher order Taylor expansion.

- **Multi-prize lottery tickets (MPTs)**: This strategy searches for a performant sparse subnetwork within a randomly initialized network and can further compress the network by applying weight binarization. Counter to the traditional training paradigm of learning the network weights, this approach learns which randomly initialized weights should be retained to improve performance by optimizing over surrogate scores that indicate the importance of each weight to network performance. In our experiments, we make use of biprop (Algorithm 1 in [4]). This methodology is built on the multi-prize lottery ticket hypothesis [4] which proposes that sufficiently overparameterized randomly initialized networks contain sparse subnetworks that, without any training, can perform comparably to dense networks and are amenable to weight binarization. Theoretical proofs supporting this hypothesis have been established [3][31]. Further experimental efforts have established that these MPTs learned using biprop are comparably or more robust than dense networks learned using traditional weight optimization in work demonstrating that certain model compression algorithms are capable of producing compact, accurate, and robust deep neural networks, or CARDS [3].

3.2 Model Robustness Evaluation

Besides accuracy on clean test data, we use the cifar10-C dataset [9], which is the cifar10 test dataset corrupted with 19 common corruption types from four categories: noise, blur, weather, and digital corruptions. These corruptions preserve the semantic content of images and humans can recognize these image without trouble. The dataset contains 10000 unique images and each corruption technique has severity-level from one to five where a larger number denotes a more severe corruption. An image has 95 corrupted images and the total size of the dataset is 950000 images.

4 Tasks Analysis

As previously mentioned, existing model pruning schemes exhibit diverse behavior in terms of corruption robustness. Unfortunately, it is not clear why certain pruning techniques affect robustness in one way or another. In this work, we aim to provide an in-depth understanding of this phenomenon which will not only support a real-world deployment of such models but could also lead to more advanced pruning approaches. Specifically, we are interested in answering the following questions.

- Given two models pruned with different pruning techniques, what aspects of the models make their accuracy and robustness differ from each other?

- Which properties cause a model to be significantly more robust than the other?

- Which model has disentangled and better/robust representations for clean vs corrupted data?

- Why certain samples are more vulnerable to the model pruning?

These questions are articulated by domain experts, which are critical for comparing and designing better pruning strategies. To help domain experts improve their understanding of model behavior and answer the above questions, we distill these questions into the following four requirements to drive the design of the visualization system.

- **R1 - Model Performance Comparison Overview**: model pruning experts often perform experiments on multiple architectures, different pruning methods, and various evaluation benchmarks. A succinct presentation of these results can guide domain experts to figure out the pros and cons of different pruning solutions and narrow down their analysis to the most interesting subset for a detailed examination.

- **R2 - Individual Model Behavior Summary**: summary of certain representative model properties over a large number of samples is useful for domain experts to diagnose a model’s behavior. It helps domain experts understand what mistakes the model will make and what decisions the model will be confident about.

- **R3 - Latent Space Comparison**: comparing different models’ latent space provides domain experts a visual understanding of how models behave after pruning. Such a comparison can provide insights into why a model is more robust than the other and why certain samples are vulnerable to pruning or corruption.
5 A GEOMETRIC VIEW OF LATENT SPACE

Fulfilling above mentioned requirements is a non-trivial task. In particular, how to display a model’s behavior summary over a large amount of data besides prediction accuracy and how to perform latent space comparison are difficult questions to answer. To address these challenges, in this section, we define the class direction, and corresponding three geometric metrics (angle, length, and margin) on a neural network’s logit layer’s feature encoding, which is the accumulated result of previous layers’ transformations and directly used for a model’s final prediction.

Before getting into the detail description of the geometric features, we present an example to explain the intuition of what the geometric features looks like in the logit layer. Fig. 1 visualizes samples’ feature representation of a trained neural network, where the logit layer has only 2 neurons. These 2d feature vectors display a star shape, which are connected with the loss function can be identified in the visualization.

The decision boundary in the logit layer can also be approximated and visualized by sampling the 2d space. Four geometric features that are connected with the loss function can be identified in the visualization.

5.1 Class Direction

The loss function used for training the neural network is critical for shaping the geometry of the latent feature embedding. Cross-entropy loss and negative log-likelihood loss are default loss functions used for classification tasks. For a given example $x$ with a ground truth label $y = i$, loss function can be formulated as $L_{loss} = -\log P(y = i|x)$ where $P(y = i|x)$ is the predicted probability for a model for the label $y = i$ with a value range in $[0, 1]$. A large $P(y = i|x)$ will achieve a small loss $L_{loss}$.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the neural network is composed of two parts: an encoder $h$ that transforms input $x$ into a feature representation vector $\tilde{X} = h(x)$ and a classifier $c$ that is used for producing the predicted probability $P(y = i|x) = c(\tilde{X})$. We consider that the classifier part $c$ consists of a fully-connected layer, and a softmax activation function, which is a general configuration in convolution neural network models. $C$ is the number of classes for a classification task and $\tilde{X}$ is the $m$-dimensional feature embedding of $X \in \mathbb{R}^m$. The last fully-connected layer in classifier part $c$ parameterized with weight $W \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times C}$ will take this $m$-dimensional feature vector as input, and project it into $C$ scores, then output the predicted probability via soft-max activation function.

In equation (4), we can rewrite the weight matrix $W = \{ \tilde{W}_i | 0 < i \leq C, \tilde{W}_i \in \mathbb{R}^m \}$ as the set of weights corresponding to each of the $C$ classes. Hence, the predicted probability $P(y = i|x)$ is determined by the dot products of feature representation $\tilde{X}$ and each target label $j$’s neuron weight $\tilde{W}_j$.

$$P(y = i|x) = \frac{e^{\tilde{W}_i \cdot \tilde{X}}}{\sum_{j=0}^{C} e^{\tilde{W}_j \cdot \tilde{X}}}$$  

$$= \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq i} e^{\tilde{W}_j \cdot \tilde{X}}} + 1$$  

$$= \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq i} e^{\|\tilde{X}\| \cos \theta_j - \|\tilde{W}_j\| \cos \theta_i} + 1$$  

The dot product operation (denoted as $\cdot$) can be interpreted as the angle between the feature vectors and semantic directions are fixed, and the predicted probability is determined by the L2 norm $\|\tilde{X}\|$ and the angles $\theta$ between the directions of $\tilde{X}$ and each $\tilde{W}_j$.

Based on the above intuition, we define the fixed weight vector $\tilde{W}_j$ parameterizing the classifier part $c$ as the class direction of category $j$ in the network’s last layer latent space.

5.2 Angle, Length, and Margin

Previous discussion has defined the class direction which can be extracted from the build-in weights in the neural network model. Based on the above definition, we introduce three geometric features of the last layer latent space - angle, length and margin, and the impact of data corruption on them.

Angle metric is the geometric angle $\theta$ between class directions and feature vectors. A small angle between the class direction $\tilde{W}_i$ means the sample will be predicted as label $i$ with high probability. To understand why angle metric matters, we can examine the softmax function in formula (1) in which the angle is $\theta_i$. When pruning a well-trained neural network with the classifier part $c$ fixed, $\|\tilde{W}_i\|$ or $\|\tilde{W}_j\|$ is a constant value which does not get affected by the feature embedding $\tilde{X}$ and can be replaced with a constant value $C_i$ or $C_j$. Since a given prediction shares the same $\|\tilde{X}\|$, the angle value $\theta$ between class directions and feature vectors is the only variable which determines the prediction result. Assume the angle between feature vectors and the other class directions maintain the same, decreasing the angle $\theta_i$ will decrease the value of equation (3) which will increase the probability of equation (4). If a feature vector has similar angles with respect to two class directions then the model will give high probability to both categories. If the model makes an incorrect prediction on a sample, then the feature vector of this sample often has a large angle with the target class direction.

Length metric is the L2 norm of feature vectors which mainly affects the confidence or probability of the prediction. First of all, if the $\|\tilde{X}\|$ is close to zero, then we have the chance classifier $P = \frac{1}{C}$ where $C$ is the total number of labels. If the model makes a correct prediction for sample with ground truth label $i$, then,

$$C_j \cos(\theta_j) - C_i \cos(\theta_i) < 0, j \neq i, j \in 1, ..., C.$$  

To understand how length affects the prediction, let us assume that the angle between the feature vectors and semantic directions are fixed, and we only adjust the value of length. Referring to equation (4), increasing the $\|\tilde{X}\|$ will increase the probability of prediction $i$ and decrease the loss. If the model makes an error prediction of class $k$, then,

$$C_k \cos(\theta_k) - C_i \cos(\theta_i) > 0, k \neq i, k \in 1, ..., C.$$
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Fig. 2. A summary of how length of feature vector and its angle with the target class direction affect the prediction.

Under this condition, increasing $\|\vec{X}\|$ will decrease the probability of sample belonging to label $i$ and increase the loss. In the later section, we will show that most samples, which are predicted wrong, often have small $\|\vec{X}\|$ value. These feature vectors will have overall small loss if model can not predict them correctly. Overall, how the prediction is affected by length and angle are depicted in Fig. 2. Increasing the angle between the semantic directions will decrease the prediction probability and increasing length will increase the probability. However, if the length is too small the model will not be able to make a proper prediction.

Margin metric is the minimum distance to the decision boundary. A large margin can tolerate severe data corruption and large perturbation in the input sample. In equation (1), a sample with the feature embedding $\vec{X}$ belonging to label $i$ needs to have largest output probability of the model that needs to satisfy $\vec{W}_i \cdot \vec{X} > 0, j \neq i, j \in 1, \ldots, C$.

The decision boundary of label $i$ is constructed with $n - 1$ hyper-planes $(\vec{W}_i - \vec{W}_j) \cdot \vec{X} = 0, j \neq i, j \in 1, \ldots, C$. The minimum distance of a feature vector to decision boundary is the minimum distance of the feature vector $\vec{X}$ to all $n - 1$ hyper-planes:

$$min(\frac{\|(\vec{W}_i - \vec{W}_j) \cdot \vec{X}\|}{\|(\vec{W}_i - \vec{W}_j)\|}, \ j \neq i, \ j \in 1, \ldots, C). \quad (5)$$

Note that if a model makes a wrong prediction on a sample, then the margin value will be multiplied with negative one to indicate the error.

5.3 Correlation Between Geometric Metrics and Corruption Robustness

To attribute the robustness to three geometric features, we perform an experiment to measure the correlation between robustness and geometric properties. Note that the robustness is defined as the average accuracy on corrupted data cifar10c (i.e., applying $c = 19$ corruption types and $s = 5$ severity levels to each clean test image $x_i$ and transforming it to a set of corrupted images $x_{i,c,s}^*$):

$$robustness = \sum_{i=1}^{N} robustness_i, \quad (6)$$

$$robustness_i = \sum_{c=1}^{19} \sum_{s=1}^{5} I(y_i = f(x_{i,c,s}^*)), \quad (7)$$

where $I$ is an indicator function taking value 1 if the prediction is correct on corrupted image and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, $robustness_i$ denotes per sample robustness quantifying the level of invariance to corruptions.

We use three convolution neural network architectures – Alexnet, VGG16, and Resnet18, to evaluate the relationship between these geometric metrics and corruption robustness. The result of our experiment is summarized in Table 1, in which rc-angle, rc-l2, and rc-margin denote the Pearson correlation coefficient between the robustness and the angle, length, and margin, respectively. Overall, angle and margin to the decision boundary show strong correlation with the robustness. However, the length is moderately correlated with robustness on VGG16 and Alexnet, and it is weakly correlated with robustness on Resnet18. The correlation between length and robustness is not consistent across different architectures. On VGG16, the correlation factor is 0.5783 which is significantly different from 0.3401 on Resnet18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNN Architecture</th>
<th>rc-angle</th>
<th>rc-l2</th>
<th>rc-margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resnet18</td>
<td>-0.8148</td>
<td>0.3401</td>
<td>0.7794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>-0.8107</td>
<td>0.5783</td>
<td>0.8234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexnet</td>
<td>-0.8572</td>
<td>0.5557</td>
<td>0.7681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. This table shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between different geometric features and models’ robustness. Angle and margin show significant correlation with robustness. The correlation between l2 and robustness is moderate or weak.

5.4 The Effect of the Curse of Dimensionality

High dimensional geometry is affected by the curse of dimensionality [35] such that the intuitions humans have on two or three dimensional spaces may not apply to high dimensional space. For example, the angle between two random vectors in high dimensional space will display counter-intuitive behavior. In Fig. 3 the top plot is the result of an experiment which is performed on vectors generated by uniform random sampling. With the increasing dimension, the mean angle between 10000 uniformly random sample vectors will converge to 90 (orthogonal) and their standard deviation will get small. The orthogonality between two vectors indicates that they do not contain any information about each other.

The phenomenon also affects the high dimensional latent space of well trained neural network models. For an untrained LeNet5 models, the samples’ mean angle and standard deviation with the class direction is $88.8 \pm 6.8$, which indicates uninformative feature vector. The bottom plot of Fig. 3 displays the average angle and standard deviation of MNIST dataset with their class directions on well trained LeNet5 models. The x-axis represents dimension which is the number of neurons placed in the last feature layer of LeNet5 models. As the number of neurons increase, the average angle of samples with the class direction also increase and the standard deviation will become smaller. In the following discussion of this study, it is a rare event that a feature vector can have a small angle (e.g., 0 degree) with its class direction in the popular well trained convolution architectures. Most of the angle between samples and the class direction is above 30 degrees and the angle of samples with unrelated class direction is near 90.

![Fig. 3. Top plot shows that with increasing dimensions, the angle between two uniformly sampled random vectors will converge to 90 degrees with smaller standard deviations. The bottom plot shows that increasing the number of neurons in the last feature layer will lead to a large angle between samples and their class direction.]

6 System Design

Leveraging the proposed geometric metrics, we introduce several novel visual encoding that incorporate these metrics for pruning evaluation.
and model comparison. In this section, we discuss the design rational for these views and explain how each of the views work together to address the corresponding domain requirements (see section 6).

6.1 Evaluation Table View

Having an overview of pruning approaches’ prediction performance is an essential first step for the pruning analysis (R1). This process involves multiple model architectures, pruning approaches, evaluation metrics, and large number of samples’ prediction outcome. We aggregate these information into a table format and design the evaluation table view.

In Fig. 4 (1), the visualization shows an evaluation overview of a convolution architecture for two pruning techniques (magnitude and Taylor, see section 3.1). The evaluation is performed to understand the whole test dataset of clean cifar10 and corrupted cifar10c (9). The visualization, each histogram represents the evaluation outcomes (i.e., accuracy) on a given corruption type, for models with varying pruned rates, which is defined as the fraction of weights removed by the pruning algorithm. The vertical position of histograms plot encodes the ranking of different pruning methods’ performance. For example, the pruning method which generates a models with the best performance over the fog corruption dataset, its evaluation histogram will be placed on the top. As illustrated in Fig. 4 (1), when a model is selected, its performance on various corruption scenarios are highlighted. Under the fog background corruption evaluation, the maximum (or best) performance of magnitude pruning method is worse than the Taylor pruning approach. However, on rest of the corruption types, the magnitude pruning has better performance.

During the pruning analysis, domain experts may also be interested in different architectures and pruning techniques’ performance on a subset of samples or samples from a specific class. To achieve this requirement, during the downstream analysis, our system enables users to select a subset of samples, and the evaluation table can automatically update the visualization to current samples’ result (R4). Current visualization also enables the comparative analysis which shows the performance comparison (Fig. 4 (5)) between current selected samples and the entire test dataset. The length of green bar indicates the amount of performance increase on the selected subset of samples compared to the accuracy of the overall test dataset. For example, the test accuracy of a model is 90% but the model’s performance on the selected subset samples is 95%, then the green bar displays the 5% performance improvement. The red bar shows the opposite concept that reveals the amount of decrease in the performance. Such an operation enables users to examine more details of model behavior and help understand model performance with different levels of granularity.

With the evaluation table, users can also select a model of interest for detailed comparison through other views. The selected combination is displayed in Fig. 4 (3) with detailed description.

6.2 Local Geometry Plot View

Model evaluation table provides a summary of model’s overall performance, but we are unable to explore any class specific information. Local Geometry Plot performs class-specific evaluations, which helps in conveying how well samples from a specific class are classified and uncover the cause of potentially poor performance. Visualization in Fig. 4 (3) displays geometric metrics for five classes. The accuracy on the top shows that samples from the cat class have 81.7% accuracy, which is much less than rest of the samples, and the plane class has the best performance with a 95.0% accuracy. The angle and length metrics are presented as a scatter plot and the density distribution of each metric is placed along side each axis. The density distribution of the margin metric is placed at the top right. With in a single model, these geometric metric values often have similar ranges for each class. Among these points, gray color indicates the correctly classified samples and the red color indicates the incorrectly classified samples. In all five categories, these incorrect samples have larger angle and smaller length metric than the correct samples, and their margin metric is also relatively small.

In additional to exploring a model’s latent space geometry and and its per-class performance, local analysis also enables comparison among different models (R3). Users can select two models from Fig. 4 (2) for comparison. Here, we select two models with different pruning ratios over the clean test dataset. Gray color highlights the reference model and yellow color highlights the compared model. The visualization in Fig. 4 (3) shows a class’s geometric metrics’ distribution shifts and the trajectory of samples’ movement. From left to right, the visualization shows (b) the complete trajectory of all samples; (c) the trajectory of samples that are incorrectly classified by both reference model and compared model (purple color); (d) the trajectory of samples that are correctly classified by the reference model but incorrectly classified by the compared model (red); (e) the trajectory of samples that are incorrectly classified by the reference model but correctly classified by the compared model; (f) the samples that are correctly classified by both models (gray). The trajectory provides an intuitive visualization to convey the changes in sample predictions under the pruning operation. The potential clutter caused by large sample size is mitigated through a flexible selection interface. Users can use the “metric difference selection” to select the samples based on the amount the geometric metrics (i.e., length, angle or margin) are affect by the current pruning operation.

6.3 Global Geometry Plot View

The global geometry plot provides a detailed view regarding the behavior of a single class, however, for the comparison task the ability to have a more comprehensive summary is crucial. Global geometry plot gives a geometric overview of how model performs on all classes on the currently selected dataset (R2), which shows not only how well samples are classified, but also what other classes the model is confused with.

The global geometry plot uses parallel coordinate display in \( n + 2 \) dimension configuration, in which \( n \) is the number of classes (for dataset with large number of classes, a pre-selection can be applied to focus on subset classes to make visual encoding and exploration manageable). The first \( n \) dimensions represent the angle metric of a sample with respect to each class direction. For example, Fig. 5 (2) displays samples belonging to the plane class. Most of the samples have smaller angles with respect to the direction of the plane class in comparison to other classes. However, these plane samples also have relatively small angles with the bird class (Fig. 5 (2)) and the ship class (Fig. 5 (5)), which may lead to incorrect classification. By further examining these samples, we can see similar shared background might be one contributing factor for this mistake.

Similarly with the local geometry plot, global geometry plot also enables the comparison among models and datasets (R3). In Fig. 5 (1), the visualization displays the same plane class but with samples that are corrupted with fog noise. Before corruption, plane class is only confused with the ship and the bird classes. However, in the presence of fog corruption, the uncertainty of model’s prediction changes and the ambiguity between plane samples and cat samples increases.

The density plot (Fig. 5 (6)) on the top of each cat class axis shows the distribution shift. Gray color highlights the reference dataset (original) and the yellow color highlights the compared dataset (corrupted). In the visualization, cat class samples’ angle metrics shift to the smaller values in the presence of the corruption. Moreover, the corrupted dataset as a whole has smaller margin and length compared to the clean datasets. Our comparative interface allows one to extensively reason about similarities and differences among models pruned with various techniques. A detailed case study is presented in the next section.

7 Use Cases

In this section, we evaluate the usability of our system by demonstrating how the proposed system can provide valuable insights and impactful answers on behaviors of various pruning methods, particularly regarding the robustness of the pruned models to common corruptions.
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Fig. 4. An analytical workflow with a model’s local geometric examination. Users can start with selecting a list of interesting combinations, which includes a model, a pruning technique, and a corrupted dataset, based on the evaluation table. The detail of the selected combination are displayed in (2). Users can choose a single combination for detailed local geometric analysis over each label in (3) or select two combinations and compare their geometric features differences in (4). During the analysis, a subset selection of the samples during the analysis pipeline can highlight what kind of samples will confuse the model. Select a label category and examine its perform over all the combination compared with the same result of whole cifar-10 testing dataset.

Fig. 5. VGG16 model’s behavior over cifar10 plane samples, and the same data but corrupted with fog corruption. In the reference dataset, these samples are confused with bird and ship samples. In the fog corrupted version, plane samples can also be confused with cat samples. In the corrupted dataset, the l2 norm and margin shift to a small range of values.

7.1 How does pruning impact different samples in different models?

Model evaluation process often aggregates a model’s prediction over all test samples, which misses critical information about model’s behavior on a specific category or a subset of samples. However, in order to have an in-depth understanding of pruning method’s behavior, it is important to understand how various methods affect a subset of samples, and whether they influence these samples differently. In Fig. 6, we demonstrate some of these observations on a magnitude pruned model. We see that the samples that have relative large length and small angle metric values often show resiliency to the different pruning operations across multiple network models and evaluations. On the other hand, samples with small length and large angle values display fragile behavior, and these samples can be affected by pruning and data corruptions dramatically.

Model pruning affects different samples in different ways. By comparing two VGG16 models with the same performance accuracy but one of them is pruned 50% with magnitude pruning, we see that some samples decrease their angle with their class direction but the other set of samples increase the angle. In Fig. 6, we demonstrate some of these observations on a magnitude pruned model. We see that the samples that have relative large length and small angle metric values often show resiliency to the different pruning operations across multiple network models and evaluations. On the other hand, samples with small length and large angle values display fragile behavior, and these samples can be affected by pruning and data corruptions dramatically.

Model pruning affects different samples in different ways. By comparing two VGG16 models with the same performance accuracy but one of them is pruned 50% with magnitude pruning, we see that some samples decrease their angle with their class direction but the other set of samples increase the angle. In Fig. 6, we demonstrate some of these observations on a magnitude pruned model. We see that the samples that have relative large length and small angle metric values often show resiliency to the different pruning operations across multiple network models and evaluations. On the other hand, samples with small length and large angle values display fragile behavior, and these samples can be affected by pruning and data corruptions dramatically.
7.2 How do different types of pruning schemes affect learned representations?

Model pruning is often evaluated with prediction accuracy on clean test data which does not reveal their impact on model’s internal representation, i.e., latent spaces, which may help shed light on their true capability. Here, we demonstrate a use case in which multiple models’ latent spaces that are generated by different pruning approaches from the same model architecture are compared in terms of their representation on clean test data.

In Fig. 8 the original model is a VGG16 that trained on cifar10 dataset. After training, the accuracy of the final model is 91%. Here we show samples from plane class and their angle with respect to each class direction is displayed in Fig. 8. We can see that the initial dense (or unpruned) model may confuse the plane samples with bird and ship samples. With the first order Taylor pruning, the accuracy of the model drops to 77% and the pruned model (Fig. 8) increases the chance of confusing the plane samples with the bird samples. The probability that plane samples are confused with ship samples slightly decreases, while the chance of confusing with truck samples and deer samples increases. For random pruning, only 10% of weights are removed from the model can damages the performance of the model significantly. The operation decreases the model’s (Fig. 8) performance to 73%, and changes the plane samples’ angles dramatically such that they become closer to the cat’s class direction. However, the ambiguity between plane class and cat class is not the main concern in the dense well trained model and the model generated by other pruning approaches. The magnitude pruning generates a model (Fig. 8) with a comparable 79% accuracy through removing 70% of the weights. However, the resulting model amplifies the ambiguity of plane samples with bird and ship samples. The uncertain between plane and frog samples also increase. The next model (Fig. 8) is the retrained model after pruning 99% weights of a model, and retraining the model with the original data to recover the loss in accuracy. The angle of plane class samples does not completely recover along the plane class direction, and the ambiguity among plane, bird and ship samples still exist in the the new representation. The last model (Fig. 8) uses the untrained VGG16 model and pruned with MPTs. The angle of the plane samples is relatively small compared to other class direction. Meanwhile, the angle with other class directions is close to 90 degrees and they have much small standard deviation compared to other models. From the above comparison, we can tell that different model pruning methods can impact model’s geometry differently and in certain cases amplify the existing mistakes or cause model to make new mistakes.

To better understand the details of geometric changes after magnitude and MPTs pruning, we take a closer look through the local geometric plots in Fig. 7. The top five plots show the geometric changes of plane samples with different fraction of weight pruned using magnitude pruning. From the visualization, we can see that 10% weight pruning seems not to affect most of the samples’ geometry metrics. With 30% weights pruned, we can see a notable shift in samples’ geometry metrics, as indicated by the obvious trajectories in the plots. With 50% and 70% weights pruned, the geometric structure of samples have significant change and the predicted label of some samples are flipped. Without retraining, straight forward magnitude pruning only shifts the geometric metric distribution in the negative performance direction (increase angle, decrease length and margin). The bottom five local geometric visualization in Fig. 7 show the geometry metrics changes under different pruning ratio using MPT approach. The pruning operation will have positive impact until the percentage of the pruning reach a certain threshold. After this threshold, further pruning only cause negative impact on model’s performance.

Overall, pruning approaches can have a drastically different impacts on a model’s latent spaces’ geometric structure even if the final pruned models have a similar prediction accuracy. In this case, the first order Taylor pruning method does not significantly transforms the geometric structure but amplifies the ambiguity that exists in the original dense model. However, random pruning and the magnitude pruning not only amplify the ambiguity in the original model but also changes the geometric structure which causes new mistakes that does not exist in the original dense model. The models generated by MPT approach demonstrate more stable latent space structure than rest of the models and the method may be able to refine the geometric feature of the well trained model. This result is rather surprising for ML researchers, as it shows that MPT pruning can be used to refine the model geometry as opposed to the popular belief that pruning only maintains or hurts the original model’s behavior. Moreover, the observation in Fig. 8 also raises the question whether the new metrics should be designed to incorporate class prediction uncertainty of individual samples for pruning method evaluation.

7.3 Why are MPT pruned models more robust than other (dense and pruned) models?

MPTs method has been proven to produce compact models, which not only have high prediction accuracy and small model size but also models that are significantly more robust to various data corruptions than regular weight trained model. However, it is still unclear why and how MPT approach achieves such a performance gain. Here, we show that our visualization tool can help develop hypothesis towards answering this question by comparing the latent spaces’ geometric structure between the traditional weight trained VGG16 and the VGG16 model generated by MPT. We then carry out a simple quantitative verification of the hypothesis – the insights learned with our analysis can be crucial for future development of robust models.

In Fig. 7 the top panel (Fig. 7) shows the geometric difference of samples from truck class with and without the JPEG corruption in the original weight unpruned trained VGG16 model. The model is trained on cifar10 dataset with 200 epochs and the final accuracy on clean test data is 91%. With the same test dataset but corrupted with the JPEG compression, the accuracy of the model drops to 76%. The models are able to distinguish truck images from samples of other classes even though some samples may be slightly confused with car samples (1). Once the dataset is corrupted, the model displays confusion with multiple categories such as plane/ship (2) and models’ global geometric features on corrupted data is not as coherent as the clean dataset. The local geometric visualization on the right shows a summary of the geometric feature distribution shift of the truck samples. The overall accuracy drops from 93.6% to 84.0%. The margin of samples to the decision boundary, angle, and length of the samples have a noticeable shift. This pattern is expected as the model has not seen the corrupted data during training.
VGG16 has much larger variance but smaller mean with each class direction displays a distinct pattern, i.e., the dense margin distribution have much less distribution shift compared with the MPT model and the untrained VGG16 but 95% pruned MPT. Two models have the same prediction accuracy on cifar10 dataset. The MPT model has smaller relative margin shift than the regular weight trained VGG16 over all types of corruptions in cifar10c dataset.

The bottom panel (Fig. 9) illustrates the same comparison, but using the models generated by MPT method, i.e., start with an untrained VGG16 model then 95% of the weights are pruned, resulting a model with a 91% accuracy. The performance of the model declines to 85% when tested on the corruption dataset which is significantly better than the performance of dense weight trained model (76%). For samples belonging to the truck class, the performance of the model only drops slightly from 93.7% to 92.2%. The angle distribution of samples with each class direction displays a distinct pattern, i.e., the dense VGG16 has much larger variance but smaller mean angle, whereas the MPT model has much a smaller variance but larger mean. For MPTs, the global geometric visualization comparison (1), (2) shows that the difference between corrupted and clean data is minor and the relative local geometric visualization reveals that these three geometric distribution have much less distribution shift compared with (1), (2).

Such an observation motivates a hypothesis: geometric of MPTs is less sensitive to different corruption types than that of the regular weight trained models. To further verify the hypothesis, we compare relative margin distribution shift over the cifar10c dataset between two models. The relative margin change is defined as $m_{\text{original}} - m_{\text{corrupted}}$, where $m_{\text{original}}$ is the margin value of a sample in a model and $m_{\text{corrupted}}$ is the margin value of the same sample corrupted with different perturbation of corruption techniques in the same model. As mentioned in the previous section, each sample of cifar10 in cifar10c dataset has 95 corrupted samples which lead to 95 relative margin changes. In order to reduce the impact of outliers, We remove minimum 0.5% and maximum 0.5% values from each model to perform the comparison. The result is displayed in Fig. 10 where the orange curve is the density distribution of the relative margin change from MPTs model and the blue curve is the same distribution from the unpruned weight trained model. The orange curve has relatively smaller margin change than the blue curve which further corroborates our hypothesis that geometric features in the MPTs are less sensitive to common data corruptions than the unpruned weight trained VGG16. This finding has potentially significant implication for robust machine learning as it suggests that to design a robust neural network, one should not only optimize for the train accuracy but also incorporate additional geometric constraints during training.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced three geometrically inspired metrics in the neural network latent space for a comparative study of how widely adopted (and state-of-the-art) model pruning approaches impact neural network models’ internal representation and performance. The proposed visualization system is able to highlight the key differences between pruning techniques that are unknown to ML researchers. The visualization also provided valuable insights for explaining model robustness from a geometric perspective and answered why certain pruning methods produce surprisingly robust models while others reduce model robustness.

One potential limitation of the current system is the scalability of the parallel coordinate view. As for more complex datasets, such as Imagenet (1000 classes), visualizing all class direction at the same is not practical. However, practically speaking, it is important to note that even with a more scalable visual encoding, there is a limit to how many classes a user can meaningfully examine at the same time. Accordingly, a pre-selection, or ranking, can be adopted to greatly mitigate this challenge. In the future, we plan to develop an easy-to-use interface to help users select a subset of the interesting classes with different criteria, e.g., classes mostly influenced by network pruning or data...
perturbation. Another potential improvement of the current system for future work comes from additional introspection ability, i.e., can we combine other model explanation tools such as saliency map [23] or concept-based explanation [15] with the proposed geometry metric, to better articulate the exact semantics changes induced by pruning.
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